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Abstract

excellent in the majority of cases. Analysis of specific

The Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust (RCHT) has

cases of low care scores has led to further recommended

undertaken a series of in-depth mortality reviews

changes for local practice including; increased staffing

following publication of data demonstrating the trust to

levels on the stroke unit, increased number of

be an outlier for stroke associated mortality. This report

hyperacute stroke beds, collaboration with primary care

of our 2017-18 data follows published outcomes and

to prioritize AF detection and management, improved

recommendations from the primary 2016-17 RCHT

anticoagulation reversal processes within the emergency

review.

of

department and implementation of recommendations of

comorbidities, sustained moderate to severe strokes with

national stroke guidelines for blood pressure control for

a high hemorrhagic to ischemic stroke ratio. Patient care

haemorrhagic strokes.

Our

patients

have

high

numbers

was reviewed using the Structured Judgement Review
(SJR) process and care received was deemed as good to
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This instigated an in-depth local mortality review using

review (SJR); Mortality Review; Stroke Care

the Royal College of Physicians Structured Judgement
Review (SJR) process [4]. Published results of our

Introduction

2016-17 mortality review catalysed changes to the

In 2015-16 the Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust (RCHT)

trusts’ stroke services including improved diagnostic

was demonstrated as having higher stroke associated

coding, formation of an AF working group with primary

mortality rates than national average [1]. The 2016-17

care, development of a business case for new CT

Sentinel Stroke National Audit Programme (SSNAP)

scanning facilities, and work on improved quality of

continued to show RCHT as an outlier for stroke related

record keeping [5,6]. This report summarises our

mortality, having observed 172 deaths in comparison to

secondary review of stroke related deaths from 2017-18

the 139 expected deaths predicted using standardised

data and the ongoing development of stroke services at

mortality ratios (SMR) [2,3]. A crude mortality rate of

the

RCHT.

21% was demonstrated with a SMR of 1.45 (Figure 1.)

Figure 1: Stroke Mortality 2016-17 Data (Kernow CCG= Cornwall Clinical Care Group)

(NIHSS), pre morbid Modified Rankin Scale alongside

Methods
Case notes from patients admitted with stroke as a
primary diagnosis between 1

st

April 2017 and 31

st

demographic data, length of stay, and incidence of
aspiration pneumonia.

March 2018 who died within 30 days of admission were
reviewed. Of the 135 identified cases 80 sets of notes

The NIHSS is a measure of stroke severity. The scale is

were available at the time of audit. Variables collected

composed of 11 items and scored from 0-42 depending

from case notes included; patient comorbidities, stroke

on level of impairment; a score of 1-4 indicates minor

type, National Institute Health Stroke Severity Scale

stroke, 5-15 moderate stroke, 16-20 moderate to severe,
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and 21-42 severe stroke [7]. The second scale used

independent subjective ratings for each phase of care

within our review was the Modified Rankin Scale

received (admission and initial care, perioperative and

(MRS,) the MRS is frequently used within stroke

procedural care, ongoing care, and end-of-life care.) The

statistics to gauge the level of disability of a patient pre

ratings are graded from 1 (poor care) to 5 (excellent

and post stroke [8]. The scale is pictorial with a

care) and include qualitative comments informing the

description of the patients’ level of dependence from 0-

judgement. The final part of the SJR looks at

no symptoms, 3- moderate disability, to 6- dead.

avoidability of death (see Table 1,) the reviewer
accounts for all information gained from the case note

Data on specific targets for quality stroke care measured

review in providing an overall score. If the initial

by the SNAPP were also collated. This included arrival

reviewer’s score is 1 or 2 (very poor or poor

to stroke unit within 4 hours, swallow screen within 4

accordingly,) then a second review takes place within

hours, and consultant review within 24 hours [9].

the hospital governance process. Explicit comments are
again provided to justify scoring and highlight areas in

The structured judgement review (SJR) process was

need of improvement. Our mortality reviews were

utilised to provide a validated 2 stage review of care [4].

undertaken by consultants and registrars working within

The first stage requires the reviewer to provide

the stroke department.

Avoidability Of Death Score
6: Definitely not avoidable
5: Slight evidence of avoidability
4: Possibly avoidable but not very likely
(Less than 50:50)
3: Probably avoidable (more than 50:50)
2: Strong evidence of avoidability
1: Definitely avoidable

Table 1: Structured Judgement Review Avoidability of Death Score

Results
In the 2017-18 audit 926 patients were admitted with a

In relation to pre stroke morbidity, Forty seven patients

stroke and of these 135 patients died (14.6%). The

had 3 or more comorbidities (59%) and only 3 patients

median age of patients who died was 83 years (IQR 73-

had no known prior health conditions. Unsurprisingly

88.) Twenty five patients (31%) had haemorrhagic and

the majority of comorbidities were cardiovascular risk

fifty five had ischaemic strokes (69%). Median length

factors, 23 patients with atrial fibrillation (29%) and 21

of stay was 7 days (IQR 3-10).

patients with hypertension (26%).
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Figure 2: Comorbidities

The patients reviewed had a median MRS score of 2

senior reviews, appropriate use of palliative pathway,

prior to admission indicating slight disability. The

good quality admission record, and prompt family

median NIHSS score on admission was 19 (IQR 14-26)

discussions. Secondary review was undertaken for 5

indicating moderate to severe stroke.

cases (8.7%) with scores of 2 or below. Management of
anticoagulation surrounding stroke (reversal in 1 case

The SJR audit results are summarised in Table 2. Care

and initiation of anticoagulation in 1 case) were among

was deemed good or excellent in 91.3% of the cases.

rational

Similarly high scores were documented for quality of

documentation, level of nursing input and timing of

record keeping. Judgement comments included regular

medical reviews.

for

low

scores,

Care Score

Quality of Records

Overall Care

5 (Excellent)

56

45

4

17

28

3

5

2

2

2

4

1 (Very Poor)

0

1

Overall

80

80

alongside

quality

of

Table 2: SRJ Results for Quality of Record Keeping and Overall Care

88% of deaths were seen as unavoidable during the

given. 5 cases were given intermediate scores of 3-5,

second part of the SJR rankings. In no cases was a score

reviewers

of 0-2 demonstrating strong evidence of avoidability

summarised in Table 3.
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Avoidabilty of Death Score

Reasons for Scoring

5: Slight evidence of avoidability

Lack of equipment (mittens for nasogastric tube)
Delay in giving medications and management
Poor documentation
Blood pressure control in haemorrhagic stroke

4: Possibly avoidable but not very likely

Poor documentation

(less than 50:50)

Poor medical input
Poor control of Blood pressure after ischaemic stroke
Consideration of earlier imaging in event of deterioration

3: Probably avoidable (more than 50:50)

Missed opportunity of treating AF in community
Consideration for early percutaneous feeding tube
Post thrombolysis bleed (no protocol violation)

Table 3: Avoidability of Death Results

Care at the RCHT measured by SSNAP key indicators

poorer scores for all three measures (Table 4).

compared favorably when considering all stroke

Aspiration pneumonia rates were reviewed as the

admissions, higher than national average rates for

association with stroke mortality is highly recognized,

arrival to stroke unit within 4 hours, swallow screen

though not a measure on the national database, 40% of

within 4 hours and consultant review within 24 hours

the audited cohort had a diagnosis of aspiration

were demonstrated [9]. However, patients who died had

pneumonia documented within their stay.

Deceased
patients N=80

All

stroke

admissions
N=926

National

Average

SSNAP

Arrival to stroke unit within 4 hours

46.25%

60.20%

57.10%

Swallow screen within 4 hours

66.25%

80.50%

75.40%

Consultant review within 24 hours

61.25%

86.30%

83.30%

Aspiration Pneumonia

40%

No data

No data

Table 4: RCHT performance compared to SSNAP Key Indicators [9]
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Discussion

per the 2017 review, commented on as an area for

The audited cohort was shown to be older than national

improvement. The audit findings provide evidence for

average for stroke (83 vs 79 years), with moderate to

the need to increase nursing and medical staffing on the

severe

stroke unit.

stroke

severity,

a

higher

proportion

of

haemhorragic vs ischaemic strokes -31% compared to
25% national average, was also seen [3]. Poor

Management of blood pressure (1 haemorrhagic stroke

premorbid status was demonstrated by high numbers of

case and 1 ischaemic) was also provided as reasoning

comorbidities and median MRS scores of 2 (national

for intermediate avoidability of death scores. The higher

average 0 for all stroke admissions) [3]. The

than national average mortality in haemorrhagic stroke

standardised mortality ratio takes into account age, atrial

patients has been recognised as an area for improvement

fibrillation, type and severity of stroke, however number

at our stroke unit. The recognition and prompt action for

of comorbidities or level of function prior to stroke

reversal of anticoagulation in haemorrhagic stroke and

(reflected in pre-morbid MRS scores) are not accounted

blood pressure management are key to reduction of

for [2].

stroke morbidity and mortality [11,12]. Both of these
fundamental aspects were recognized for improvement

Of patients dying from stroke within our audited

within our audit in a very small number of cases. For

population 29% had atrial fibrillation (AF) as a known

prompt management of anticoagulation reversal in

co-morbidity. Timely identification and management of

required cases a new international normalised ratio

AF is paramount to stroke prevention [10] and better

(INR) point of care machine was installed within the

detection and management of AF may lead to reduction

emergency department and guidance targets of reversal

in stroke and mortality. Results from our audit were

of INR within 1 hour of arrival for haemorrhagic stroke

presented to the stroke mortality board. The local care

patients implemented. A new local guideline for

quality commission AF working group, formed

managing blood pressure in haemorrhagic stroke has

following

also been implemented in line with Royal College of

commissioners’

recognition

of

AF

management as a priority, are currently working with

Physicians stroke guidelines [12].

the primary care teams to improve detection and
Our review was limited to a selection of cases that were

management of AF in the community.

available during the time of audit and did not include all
Overall the majority of patients received good to

patients who have died of stroke in the time period and

excellent care during their admission. Of the 80 patients

we

dying from their stroke, 65 patients passed away on the

Unfortunately resource constraints and access to notes

stroke unit (81%). 2 of the 5 cases reviewed as having

did not allow review of all patients.

may

have

missed

other

significant

issues.

care scores of 2 or below were cared for on non-stroke
units, emphasising the importance of stroke unit care.

A further limitation was that the review was conducted

Review of specific cases showed timely nursing input

by consultants and registrars within the stroke

and medical review as rationale for care scores of <2 in

department raising opportunity for judgement bias

two cases. The standard of documentation was again, as

recognized and raised by the assessors at trusts mortality
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meeting [1]. Mortality review is also prone to reviewer
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